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Chapter 1: Introduction
1. The International Betting Integrity Association (IBIA)1 is a not-for-profit trade body representing
the betting integrity interests of many of the largest licensed retail and online betting operators
in the world. The association welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Malta Gaming
Authority’s (MGA) consultation on the suspicious betting reporting requirements for operators.2
2. The association’s members are licensed and operate within various regulatory frameworks for
gambling around the world; their business operations and focus are truly international. That
commercial enterprise is currently conducted through around 50 retail and online sports betting
brands, including many globally recognised household names, across six continents.
3. IBIA’s principal goal is to protect its members, consumers and partners, such as sports bodies
from fraud caused by the unfair manipulation of sporting events and associated betting. The
organisation combats this fraud with evidence-based intelligence, principally obtained from its
global monitoring and alert system which identifies suspicious activity on its members’ markets.
4. The association has longstanding information sharing partnerships with leading sports bodies,
gambling regulators and law enforcement to utilise that data to investigate and prosecute
corruption. That approach has been successful in helping to drive criminals away from regulated
markets, creating a safe and secure environment for our members, consumers and sports alike.
5. The association, which was established in 2005 and formerly known as ESSA, is the leading global
voice on integrity for the licensed private betting industry. It represents the sector at high-level
policy discussion forums and maintains a policy of transparency and open debate, publishing
quarterly integrity reports analysing activity reported on the IBIA monitoring and alert platform.3
6. In particular, IBIA holds seats on betting integrity policy groups run by the International Olympic
Committee (IOC), European Commission and the Council of Europe, amongst others. The
association also engages in mitigating actions with a range of partners, such as player betting
education programmes and academic studies on the causes of, and solutions to, match-fixing.
7. IBIA and its members have taken a close interest in the legislative developments in Malta and
the association provided a detailed response to the gambling framework consultation in 2017.4
That response supported the proposed introduction of obligations on MGA licensed operators to
monitor sports betting markets and to report suspicious bets in order to prevent match-fixing.
8. The association also provided comments on the development of the Prevention of Corruption in
Sport Act 2018.5 IBIA and its members, many of which have MGA licences, therefore have an
interest in the implementation of suspicious betting reporting requirements for operators. The
following sections seek to assess and comment on the issues raised in the consultation paper.
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Chapter 2: Assessment of proposals
9. IBIA welcomed the creation of the MGA Sports Integrity Unit and an information sharing MoU
was agreed between IBIA and that MGA entity shortly after it became operational in late 2019.6
The association has had a positive relationship with the MGA for some years and supports the
authority’s allocation of resources to, and focus on, sports betting integrity provisions.
10. The association therefore welcomes the MGA’s decision to begin a process that will bring into
force section 43 of the Gaming Authorisations and Compliance Directive (Directive 3 of 2018).
Section 43 states:
43. (1) B2C licensees which offer betting on sporting events shall also inform the Authority, in
such circumstances and in such manner as the Authority may in any other instrument prescribe,
of any instance of suspicious betting.
43. (2) B2C licensees which offer betting on sporting events shall also inform the Authority of any
circumstances which may lead to one or more bets being voided owing to suspicion of
manipulation of the event to which they relate, and shall provide any supporting documentation
which the Authority may, on a case-by-case basis, reasonably require.
43. (3) This article shall not come into force on 1st August 2018, but on such date as the
Authority may, by binding instrument, establish.
11. IBIA views the MGA’s decision to conduct a consultation on the implementation of section 43
and to set out the detail of its draft suspicious betting reporting proposals as any example of
good practice. It is an important recognition of the operational and policy benefits attained from
a collaborative partnership approach with licensees and other key betting integrity stakeholders.

Customer disputes relating to suspicious betting (para 3.11)
12. IBIA agrees with the MGA that any suspicious betting reporting process, especially where
customer winnings may justifiably be voided or withheld as related investigations take place, is
unfortunately likely to generate customer disputes. It is important that the MGA introduces a
suitable and proportionate dispute resolution process to ensure consistency of approach.
13. To that end, the MGA may wish to consider adopting the process that IBIA has recently
introduced with dispute resolution bodies IBAS and eCOGRA and many major sports to deliver a
structured and coherent mechanism to process customer disputes relating to suspicious
betting.7 This process involves a biannual approach to outstanding customer disputes.
14. IBIA will seek updates on all outstanding cases of suspicious betting it has reported to sports
twice a year. Arbitration bodies then contact operators using the same timeline. This has
significant administrative benefits for arbitration bodies and operators, and which would have
otherwise resulted in ad-hoc individual case enquiries being made throughout the year.
15. We have agreed wording with IBIA members and arbitration bodies on standard responses to
customers which provide updates on the status of a case but which do not ‘tip off’ that
6
7

https://ibia.bet/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/IBIA_MGA_MoU_Dec-2019.pdf
https://ibia.bet/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/IBAS-IBIA-eCOGRA-PR.pdf
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investigations are taking place. This ensures that there is no adverse impact on any investigatory
processes that sports and/or regulator and law enforcement authorities are engaged in.
16. Discussions took place with the Maltese Alternative Dispute Resolution Entity (MADRE)8 to join
this process, but unfortunately were not agreed in time for its implementation at the start of
2020. With a process already in operation involving two of the leading dispute bodies, it should
be relatively straightforward to bring MADRE or any other dispute body within that process.
17. Similarly, it will not prove difficult for non-IBIA MGA licensed betting operators to also follow this
procedure and IBIA is open to discussing how that process might be facilitated to include those
operators. IBIA will of course be available for further discussion with the MGA on this process
and its benefits for betting operators, dispute resolution bodies, sports and consumers alike.

Operator engagement with a global monitoring body (para 3.15)
18. IBIA welcomes the MGA’s recognition of the value from operators being part of an international
integrity monitoring system which feeds data into the appropriate authorities. In particular, the
benefits this additional layer of protection, shared data and a common threshold for identifying
and reporting suspicious betting provides for operators’ businesses and the licensed framework.
19. International Betting Integrity Association (IBIA) members share data because they are aware
that corrupters may seek to try and circumvent integrity protocols by placing bets with multiple
operators licensed in different jurisdictions. Betting related match-fixing is transnational and
monitoring systems are therefore most effective when they are also transnational.
20. To utilise this data to best effect, IBIA has information sharing agreements with many major
sports, regulatory and law enforcement authorities around the world, allowing both parties to
engage on integrity matters both in relation to our international alert system and with regard to
any national actions. The benefits of such international cooperation are increasingly recognised.
21. IBIA’s data shows that the majority of its betting alerts involve customer accounts outside of the
licensed market where the potentially corrupted sporting event takes place; any national
approach would be best served by also seeking to address this international dimension. From an
integrity perspective, that is best achieved through monitoring international betting markets.
22. Detailed customer account data, which is only available from regulated operators (unregulated
or poorly regulated operators will not or cannot provide such data), is critical for investigations.
It allows investigators to “obtain information from betting operators on those who have placed
suspicious bets”9, which is far more valuable than simple odds movement data (Figure 1).
Figure 1: IBIA’s customer account monitoring approach v odds monitoring
Account monitoring









Identity and location of the customer
Disproportionate volumes of bets placed
Customer bet type outside normal behaviour
An unusual number of new accounts opened
Geographical location/clustering of accounts
Accounts showing previous suspicious behaviour
Ability to link account activity across operators
Covers every bet and betting market of operators involved
8
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https://madre-online.eu/about-us/rules-of-procedure/
https://www.unodc.org/documents/corruption/Publications/2016/V1602591-RESOURCE_GUIDE_ON_GOOD_PRACTICES_IN_THE_INVESTIGATION_OF_MATCH-FIXING.pdf Page 19
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23. The UNODC rightly notes that operators are a “principal source of information/intelligence
about a fixed sporting event, both past and future”.10 When combined across multiple operators
operating across different jurisdictions, such customer account data becomes an immensely
valuable resource in detecting suspicious betting and identifying potential corruption globally.
24. Its value is not just in uncovering potential corruption across operators and markets globally, but
also being able to discount ‘false positives’ other systems may raise (e.g. just odds movements),
but where customer account data provides a justifiable reason for such betting which is not
related to corruption. This prevents valuable investigatory resources from being wasted.
25. Betting operators outside of IBIA may have their own internal control systems to detect
suspicious betting or their betting operation may be managed by a third party provider, along
with other operators. In either instance, those operators will not have access to the level of
international betting integrity coverage and protection that IBIA members have access to.
26. The scope of their betting operation may therefore be relatively small and their national and
international market data capture likewise small. As such, this may increase the possibility of
corruption taking place through those operators and where they may simply not have the level
of data to identify suspicious trends across the wider international market (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Operation and benefits of IBIA’s customer-based international alert system
International Betting Integrity Association members
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enough evidence of suspicions betting. Markets
continue to be offered and winnings paid. Sport
potentially corrupted; criminals escape sanction.
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27. The Gibraltar Gambling Commissioner actively encourages its licenced betting operators to join
“properly structured and organized information sharing/alert mechanisms for managing
suspicious bets” in its Remote Technical and Operating Standards documentation.11 The majority
of Gibraltar’s licensed internationally active betting operators are members of this association.
28. The German state of Schleswig-Holstein has required its betting operators to join an integrity
monitoring body and this is also part the wider German licensing regime in the amended State
Treaty.12 A number of US states, such as New Jersey, include a similar stipulation and the
Netherlands draft legislation also requires operators to be a member of a monitoring system.13
29. These approaches support the European Commission funded Betmonitalert report which
strongly recommends that public authorities should oblige all of their licensed sports betting
operators to be “part of a betting monitoring system”.14 Both the EC Betmonitalert report and
the Netherlands draft legislation specifically refer to IBIA as a best practice example.15
30. The Review of Australia’s Sports Integrity Arrangements, which reported in 2018, similarly
recognises this association (in its previous guise of ESSA) and promotes that betting operators
licensed in Australia “participate in a ‘detect and disrupt’ real-time monitoring and analysis of
suspicious wagering activity”, anticipating a model similar to IBIA’s monitoring system.16
31. IBIA therefore welcomes the MGA’s endorsement of the benefits from its licensed sports betting
operators being part of a customer account-based international monitoring body. We encourage
all MGA licensed sports betting operators not currently members of IBIA to consider joining our
betting integrity monitoring system, which is the largest platform of its nature in the world.

MGA betting integrity policy engagement with operators
32. IBIA welcomes the MGA setting out its initial proposed integrity approach for discussion as an
important first step. Going forward, the association believes that the MGA process would benefit
greatly from a regular forum for engagement with its licensed operators (e.g. working group) on
integrity reporting, analysis of trends, mitigating actions and additional guidance notes.
33. We hope that the MGA will follow the example of the British regulator in that regard and which
produces and continually reassesses documentation to help inform stakeholders on its betting
integrity policy. This includes guidance on: Protecting Betting Integrity (2019)17; Misuse of Inside
Information (2014)18; and the Betting Integrity Decision Making Framework (2017).19
34. Given that suspicious betting and the manipulation of sporting events is a global issue, IBIA
hopes that the MGA will also give due consideration to what role this association might play in
any future MGA initiatives in this area. IBIA is currently co-chair of the British National Platform
for betting sports integrity and would be delighted to engage with any MGA integrity group.
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